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Abstract—An application framework provides a reusable design and implementation for a family of software systems. If the framework contains defects, the defects will be passed on to the applications developed from the framework. Framework defects are hard to discover at the time the framework is instantiated. Therefore, it is important to remove all defects before instantiating the framework. In this paper, two measures for the adequacy of an object-oriented system-based testing technique are introduced. The measures assess the usefulness and uniqueness of the testing technique. The two measures are applied to experimentally compare the adequacy of two testing techniques introduced to test object-oriented frameworks at the system level. The two considered testing techniques are the New Framework Test Approach and Testing Frameworks Through Hooks (TFTH). The techniques are also compared analytically in terms of their coverage power of object-oriented aspects. The comparison study results show that the TFTH technique is better than the New Framework Test Approach in terms of usefulness degree, uniqueness degree, and coverage power.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE testing is the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors. Testing is a time-consuming and costly ongoing activity during the application software development process. In theory, testing cannot prove the absence of errors, but it increases the level of confidence in the developed software. Central to the testing activities is the design of a test suite. The basic element of a test suite is a test case that describes the input test data, the test preconditions, and the expected output. To test an object-oriented application, four main testing levels have to be exercised, including method testing, class testing, cluster testing, and system testing [1]. At the method testing level, the method responsibilities are considered. At the class testing level, the intraclass interactions and superclass/subclass interactions are examined. At the cluster testing level, the collaborations and interactions between the system classes are exercised. Finally, at the system testing level, the complete integrated system is exercised, usually based on acceptance testing requirements.

Framework defects are passed on to the applications developed from the framework, and they might show up under certain uses. Frameworks can be used in many different ways, and therefore, they require the application of a lot of test cases. Software testing is a time consuming and labor-intensive task. In order to reduce the software testing cost while maintaining the same or better software quality, framework developers aim at applying testing techniques that are adequate for object-oriented frameworks. Test techniques adequate for testing object-oriented frameworks at system level produce test cases that are unique (i.e., not redundant), effective in terms of error detection, and focused in terms of testing behaviors anticipated to be exercised by framework users. A redundant test case is a one that its testing coverage is

Fig. 1 Framework instantiation classes
a subset of the coverage of other prebuilt test cases. Reducing the overlap between the coverage areas of the test cases reduces the number of redundant test cases and consequently reduces the testing time and cost. Similarly, focusing the testing on the behaviors anticipated to be exercised by framework users and ignoring other behaviors added for debugging purposes or to apply object-oriented conventions reduces the testing time and cost. Useful test cases are the ones generated to test a framework’s anticipated behaviors. As a result, framework developers aim at avoiding the use of testing techniques that generate test cases of low usefulness or high redundancy degrees. Building and applying useless or redundant test cases consume testing time and effort and do not add any testing value.

Several techniques are proposed to test object-oriented frameworks and their applications (e.g., [4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]). Among the framework testing techniques, the New Framework Test [4] and Testing Frameworks Through Hooks (TFTH) [7] are the only techniques introduced to test object-oriented frameworks at the system level.

In this paper, two measures are introduced to assess the usefulness and uniqueness of a testing approach. In addition, the two framework system-level testing techniques, New Framework Test and TFTH, are compared analytically and experimentally. The analytical comparison is based on the testing techniques’ power in covering the object-oriented aspects and aims at giving insights on the adequacy of the testing techniques in terms of object-oriented-specific error detection power. The experimental comparison aims at evaluating the adequacy of the testing techniques in terms of their usefulness and uniqueness degrees. Two frameworks are considered in the experimental comparison study: the Client-Server Framework (CSF) [3] and the WaveFront Pattern Server Framework (WPSF) [13]. The comparison study results show that the TFTH technique is better than the New Framework Test Approach in terms of object-oriented aspects coverage power, usefulness, and uniqueness.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III introduces the usefulness and uniqueness metrics. Sections IV and V, respectively, compare the two considered framework testing techniques analytically and experimentally. Finally, Section VI provides conclusions and a discussion of future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Several techniques are proposed to test object-oriented frameworks and their applications. In this paper, two of these testing techniques are considered: the New Framework Test Approach and the TFTH.

A. The New Framework Test Approach

Binder [4] introduces a testing approach called the New Framework Test to develop test cases for a framework that has few, if any, instantiations. In this approach, four likely types of defects are checked: incomplete/missing behavior or representation, broken association constraints, control defects, and infrastructure code defects. The approach suggests building a demonstration application that provides a minimal implementation level for each use case. Test cases have to be developed to test the demo application using three testing techniques: (1) the Extended Use Case Test, (2) the Class Association Test, and (3) transition coverage for a state machine ($N^+$ Test technique) or branch coverage on all sequence diagrams. The Extended Use Cases technique develops test suites to cover application input/output relationships. The Class Association Test technique checks the implementation of class associations. The $N^+$ Test technique uses a state-based model to construct a graph called a round-trip path tree, which shows all round-trip paths. Round-trip paths are transition sequences that start and end with the same state and simple paths from the alpha to the omega states. A simple path includes only an iteration of a loop, if a loop exists in a sequence. Each path, from the root of the tree to a terminal node, presents a possible test case. The $N^+$ coverage also requires building a test case for each illegal or unspecified event of a state. Finally, all guards associated with the transitions have to be exercised at least once in a test case. The $N^+$ strategy covers guard faults, missing transitions, sneak paths (extra transitions), incorrect actions (wrong or missing), incorrect resultant states, missing states, and corrupt resultant states.

B. The TFTH Technique

TFTH is a testing technique that tests frameworks at the system level. It tests that the framework use cases are implemented correctly. FICs extend or use framework classes to implement the use cases; therefore, TFTH tests frameworks through FICs. Hook descriptions specify the behaviors of the FICs, and they are used to construct the FIC Hook State Transition Diagram (HSTD) automatically. The HSTD models FIC behavior and consists of nodes and direct links. Each node represents a state (i.e., a set of instance-variable value combinations of the class object), and each link represents a transition. A transition is an allowable two-state sequence caused by an event. An event is a method call. There are two types of links solid and dotted, which represent transitions associated with explicit and implicit events, respectively. Implicit events are calls to methods called implicitly by other methods. The transition labels have the following form:

```
event-name argument-list [guard predicate]/action-expression
```

Hook descriptions define how to construct FIC methods. These methods are called hook methods. Each hook method (i.e., a method defined in hook descriptions) is modeled by a Construction Flow Graph (CFG), a graphical representation of the control structure of the construction sequence of the hook method contents.

Typically, FICs consist of multiple hook methods. Each hook method introduced in the hook description can have different possible implementations. Therefore, each FIC can have multiple different possible implementations. The FIC implementations are constructed by considering the combinations of possible implementations of hook methods. A demo instantiation that can be used in the testing process consists of an implementation of one or more FICs and the framework code.
The TFTH technique generates a framework test suite in seven steps, as follows:
1. Determine the FICs.
2. Construct the HSTDs of the FICs.
3. Produce a round-trip path tree for each HSTD using Binder’s procedure [4], which guarantees covering each transition at least once. The tree shows all the round-trip paths. Round-trip paths are transition sequences that start and end with the same state and simple paths from alpha to omega states. A simple path includes only an iteration of a loop, if a loop exists in a sequence. In this step, the dotted links in the HSTD are represented by dotted links in the round-trip path tree.
4. Construct a CFG for each hook method.
5. Generate test data for all parameters of the hook methods.
6. Generate hook method possible implementations. Each implementation of a hook method exercises a combination of test data, generated in Step 5, in a CFG simple complete path or extreme complete path. A complete path is a path that starts at the graph's entry node and ends at the graph's exit node. A simple complete path is a complete path that includes, at most, an iteration of a loop, if a loop exists in some sequence. An extreme complete path is a complete path that includes at least (maximum number of iterations of a loop –1), if a loop exists in a sequence.
7. Produce framework test cases. Each test case exercises a single round-trip path and covers one possible combination of implementations of hook methods called in the round-trip path. A complete framework test suite contains test cases that cover all combinations of parameter test data in all simple and extreme complete paths of the CFGs and simple complete round-trip paths in all round-trip path trees.

C. Other Related Work
Binder [14] suggests that the testing of framework instantiations should be based on system requirements. The new classes and objects developed by the instantiation developer must be individually tested. Moreover, cluster testing should be applied to verify that the developer objects are making correct use of the framework code. In this step, the framework test suite can be extended to test the instantiation extensions. Tsai et al. [5] discuss the issues of testing instantiations developed with design patterns using object-oriented frameworks. Framework developers should test that the extensible patterns allow the instantiation developer to extend its functionality. The instantiation designers should verify that the extension points are properly coded and tested. The paper introduces a technique to generate scenario templates that can be used to generate different types of cluster-based test scenarios. These test scenarios are used to test sequence constraints on the interactions between framework objects and custom objects. Wang et al. [6] propose providing the framework with reusable test cases that can be applied at the instantiation development stage.

Al Dallal and Sorenson [8,15,16,17] propose a technique to test the FICs at the class level using reusable test cases built during the framework development stage. The testing is performed in four steps. During the framework development stage, in the first step, the specifications of the FIC methods are used to synthesize the FIC class-based testing model. In the second step, the model is used to generate the reusable class-based test cases for the FIC. During the framework instantiation development stage, in the third step, the test cases are used to test the implemented FICs. Finally, in the fourth step, the specifications of the FIC methods are used to evaluate the results of the test cases. Al Dallal [12] proposes a technique to test the frameworks's hook methods. The technique builds demo implementations for the hook methods and test suites to test the demo implementations. Kauppinen et al. [9] propose a criterion to evaluate the hook coverage of a test suite used to test hook methods. The hook method coverage is defined as the structural coverage (e.g., statement coverage) of a hook method implementation provided by the test cases that reach the method. RITA [10] is a software tool that supports framework testing and automates the calculation of the hook method coverage measure. The user of the tool has to provide implementations for the hook methods.

The work on testing the software product line and product family is relevant to the problem of testing frameworks. A software product family is a set of software products that shares common features [18]. The natural core of a product family is a set of software assets that is reused across products [19]. Variation points are points at which the products of a product family differ (i.e., each product has a different implementation, which is called a variant, for an abstract class associated with a variant point) [11]. In framework-based software product families, the variation points are the hook points, and implementations of the FICs are the variants. McGregor [20] suggests testing the product line core assets before using them in building the product. Methods of classes associated with variation points can be tested using pre-built variants produced by the product line organization. As does McGregor [20], Cohen et al. [11] suggest using combination testing strategies [21] to build test cases to test product line variants.

III. THE USEFULNESS AND UNIQUENESS MEASURES
In practice, not all possible framework object behaviors are expected to be exercised in the framework instantiations. Some of the behaviors can be added to support the polymorphic behaviors (i.e., a method in a superclass that is overridden in all of its subclasses). Other behaviors can be added to access instance variables and are neither used in the framework nor expected to be accessed by the application developers. Some sequences of behaviors might be possible, but they are not expected to be exercised in any of the possible framework instantiations. Some of the behaviors can be added for debugging purposes, and thus, are not required to be tested. Finally, some possible class associations can never be expected to occur in any of the framework instantiations.

When testing object-oriented frameworks at system level, framework anticipated behaviors provided through the problem domain classes should be considered. Other nonanticipated behaviors added for debugging purposes or to apply object-oriented conventions can be ignored because they are not expected to be exercised when the framework is used to build applications. Useful test cases are the ones generated to test a framework’s anticipated behaviors.
Software testing is a time-consuming and labor-intensive task. To reduce the testing time and effort, software developers aim at avoiding the use of testing techniques that generate test cases of low usefulness degree.

Studying the usefulness degree $US_h(A)$ of a testing technique in testing an application $A$ can be conducted experimentally by (1) identifying the set $S_{\text{behaviors}}(A)$ of system under test anticipated behaviors, (2) applying the testing technique to build the set of test cases $S_c(A)$ for application $A$, (3) identifying the set of test cases $S_{\text{contributing}}(A)$ that contribute to testing the anticipated behaviors identified in Step 1, and (4) calculating the ratio $US_h$ of the test cases that contribute to testing the anticipated behaviors to the total number of built test cases. The usefulness degree of a testing technique in testing an application $A$ is defined formally as follows:

$$US_h(A) = \frac{|S_{\text{contributing}}(A)|}{|S_c(A)|}$$

The usefulness degree ranges within the interval [0,1] where 0 indicates that none of the test cases is useful for testing the system's anticipated behaviors and 1 indicates that all of the test cases contribute to testing the system's anticipated behaviors. Software testers aim at applying testing techniques that generate test cases of high usefulness degree to test applications at the system level, because these testing techniques are more focused on testing the system's anticipated behaviors.

In some testing approaches, several testing techniques are applied. Each testing technique has a coverage criterion to be satisfied when generating the test cases. The testing criteria of different testing techniques can overlap. Having an overlap, between the testing criteria of different testing techniques, results in producing redundant test cases. Given a certain testing coverage criterion, a redundant (i.e., not unique) test case is one that its testing coverage is a subset of the coverage of other prebuilt test cases. For example, if the coverage criterion requires exercising lines of code 1-10, a test case exercises lines 1-5, and another test case exercises lines 6-7, a test case that exercises lines of code 4-6 is redundant because its testing coverage is a subset of the coverage of the other two test cases. Typically, software developers aim at avoiding the use of a combination of testing techniques that result in producing a high percentage of redundant test cases. Building and applying redundant test cases consume testing time and effort and do not add any testing value.

Studying the uniqueness degree $UN_{tc}(A,S_{\text{techniques}})$ of a set $S_{\text{techniques}}$ of testing techniques involved in a testing approach used for testing an application $A$ can be conducted experimentally by (1) identifying the coverage criteria imposed by each testing technique and constructing an empty set of test cases $S_{\text{coverage criterion}}$ for each coverage criterion, (2) applying each testing technique to build the set $S_c(A,S_{\text{techniques}})$ of test cases, (3) constructing the set $S_{\text{redundant}}(A,S_{\text{techniques}})$ of redundant test cases by applying the Identifying Redundant Test Cases algorithm given in Figure 2, and (4) calculating the ratio of the number of redundant test cases to the total number of built test cases. The uniqueness degree of a testing approach applied for testing an application $A$ is defined formally as follows:

$$UN_{tc}(A,S_{\text{techniques}}) = 1 - \frac{|S_{\text{redundant}}(A,S_{\text{techniques}})|}{|S_c(A,S_{\text{techniques}})|}$$

for each test case $tc$ in $S_c(A,S_{\text{techniques}})$ do for each set $S_{\text{coverage criterion}}$ do if the coverage of the test case $tc$ is a subset of the coverage of the test cases included in $S_{\text{coverage criterion}}$ then $S_{\text{redundant}}(A,S_{\text{techniques}}) = S_{\text{redundant}}(A,S_{\text{techniques}}) \cup tc$ else $S_{\text{coverage criterion}} = S_{\text{coverage criterion}} \cup tc$

Fig. 2 Identifying Redundant Test Cases algorithm

Since $0 \leq S_{\text{redundant}}(A,S_{\text{techniques}}) \leq S_{\text{techniques}}$, the value of $UN_{tc}(A,S_{\text{techniques}})$ is always greater than 0 and less than or equal to 1. The uniqueness degree 1 indicates that all the test cases are unique. Software testers aim at applying testing approaches that have high uniqueness degree to test applications at the system level, because these testing approaches are more efficient in terms of testing time.

IV. THE ANALYTICAL COMPARISON

Table I summarizes the relative coverage power of the New Framework Test approach and the TFTH technique. The two testing techniques cover the framework system use cases using two different techniques. The New Framework Test uses the Extended Use Case Test, a technique used for testing any object-oriented application at the system level. The TFTH technique uses hooks, a specific technology introduced for object-oriented frameworks. In this testing technique, the FICs created at hook points are tested, and they are used to test the framework at the system level. Some hook descriptions specify the extensibility of the framework, and therefore, the TFTH technique uses such hook descriptions to build test cases that can be used at the instantiation development stage to test the framework’s extensibility.

The New Framework Test approach is better in terms of class-state transition coverage, because it uses the $N^+$ Test, a specific class-based testing technique. However, some of the state transitions are not anticipated to be exercised by the framework instantiations, as discussed in Section I. Therefore, the TFTH is better in terms of focusing the test on achievable state transitions.

The New Framework Test approach uses the Class Association Test, a specific testing technique for class associations. However, the testing technique is used to test only the multiplicity of the associations between framework and instantiation classes. The TFTH technique tests, in addition, the multiplicity of the associations between the framework and instantiation classes. The New Framework Test approach tests the inheritance relation between the
framework classes. The TFTH technique covers, in addition, the inheritance of the framework classes. Finally, the TFTH technique addresses testing polymorphic behaviors specified in the option hooks. The testing of polymorphic behaviors is not addressed in the New Framework Test approach.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage criterion</th>
<th>New Framework Test approach</th>
<th>TFTH technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System use case coverage</td>
<td>All use cases are covered using Extended Use Case Test.</td>
<td>All use cases are covered using hooks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class state transition coverage</td>
<td>All state transitions are covered.</td>
<td>Most of reachable state transitions are covered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class association coverage</td>
<td>Multiplicity of associations among framework classes are covered.</td>
<td>1. Multiplicity of associations between instantiation and framework classes are covered. 2. Most of the multiplicity of associations among framework classes are covered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIC state transition coverage</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>All state transitions of the FICs are covered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance behavior coverage</td>
<td>All inheritance behaviors among framework components are covered.</td>
<td>1. All expected to be used inheritance behaviors of the framework components are covered. 2. Most of inheritance behaviors among framework components are covered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymorphic behavior coverage</td>
<td>Not covered</td>
<td>Polymorphic behaviors related to options in hook option statements are covered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensibility coverage</td>
<td>Not considered</td>
<td>Test cases are generated to test the extensibility of the framework.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. THE EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON STUDY

The New Framework Test approach and the TFTH technique were used to generate test cases for two frameworks: the CSF and the WaveFront Pattern. The test cases are compared in terms of their usefulness and uniqueness.

#### A. Generating Test Cases for the CSF

The CSF is a communications framework written in Java and developed to support the building of relatively small applications that require client-server or peer-to-peer communication support. The CSF also provides persistent storage capabilities and can handle communications over a TCP/IP connection using a model similar to email. The CSF deals with synchronous and asynchronous messages sent between remote objects. The framework code consists of 38 classes and about 1.4K lines of code (without comments/blank lines).

Both the New Framework Test approach and the TFTH technique are applied to generate test cases for the CSF. As mentioned in Section II, the New Framework Test approach uses three testing techniques. The results of applying the three testing techniques are shown in the second, third, and fourth columns of Table II. The fifth column summarizes the results of applying the three techniques. The last column summarizes the results of applying the TFTH technique. The first row of Table II lists the names of the applied testing techniques. The second row shows the number of test cases generated using each of the testing techniques. The third row reports the number of useful test cases. The fourth and fifth rows report the usefulness and uniqueness degrees of the testing techniques. The sixth row reports the number of classes exercised directly by the test cases. The seventh row reports the number of useful test cases that are covered using the testing technique but are not covered using the other testing technique. Finally, the last row reports the number of test cases generated to test the extensibility of the framework.

The results of applying the New Framework Test approach show that it has a low (0.288) usefulness degree. This is due to the number of test cases not directly exercised by the framework users. For such classes, some sequences of behaviors might be possible, but they are not expected to be exercised in any of the possible framework instantiations. As a result, building and applying test cases to test such sequences is ineffective in terms of time
and effort. The same applies for the test cases generated using the Class Association Test technique because some possible class associations covered by the testing technique can never be expected to occur in any of the framework instantiations. All the test cases generated using the Extended Use Case Test are useful, because the testing technique focuses only on cases expected to be exercised in the framework instantiation. On the other hand, the results of applying the TFTH technique show that all the generated test cases are useful. This is due to the fact that the TFTH technique performs the testing through the FICs, and therefore, only possible cases to be exercised are considered.

The results given in Table II show experimentally that the coverage areas of the three testing techniques used in the New Framework Test approach overlap (i.e., they are not orthogonal). As a result, some of the testing work performed using the New Framework Test approach is redundant. Generating and applying redundant test cases is ineffective in terms of time and effort. On the other hand, the results of applying the TFTH technique show that none of the generated test cases are redundant. This is due to the fact that the TFTH technique uses one technique to generate the test cases.

The results given in Table II show that only a few of the useful test cases (2.2% of the useful test cases) generated using the New Framework Test approach are not covered using the TFTH technique. Most of these test cases are used to test the associations between framework classes. This indicates that the New Framework Test approach is better than the TFTH technique in covering the framework class associations. The number of test cases generated using the TFTH technique is less than half the number of test cases generated using the New Framework Test approach. However, most of the useful test cases (85.3%) generated using the TFTH technique are not covered using the other testing approach. These test cases are generated to test the hooks, polymorphic behaviors, inheritance of the framework objects, associations between framework and interface classes, and framework extensibility.

Since the New Framework Test approach does not consider testing the extensibility of the framework, none of the generated test cases are useful to perform this important framework testing aspect. On the other hand, more than one-third of the test cases generated using the TFTH technique test the extensibility of the framework. These test cases can be augmented at the framework instantiation testing process.

Finally, the results given in Table II show that the TFTH technique focuses the testing on one fourth of the classes covered by the New Framework Test approach. This indicates that focusing on a few of the framework classes (i.e., focusing on the anticipated to be used classes) is enough to cover most of the useful test cases.

B. Generating Test Cases for the WaveFront Pattern Framework

The WaveFront Pattern (WFP) [13] is a pattern that supports the computation of dependent elements. The pattern is used to generate frameworks automatically using the CO₂P₃S parallel programming system [22]. A generated WFP framework is considered in this experiment. The framework is relatively small, consisting of six classes and about 150 lines of code. Three hooks are used to document how to use the framework.

Both the New Framework Test approach and the TFTH technique are applied to generate test cases for the WFP framework. The results of applying the testing techniques on the framework are shown in Table III. These results are generally close to the ones shown in Table II.

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>New Framework Test approach</th>
<th>TFTH technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N+ Test</td>
<td>Extended Use Case Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of generated test cases</td>
<td>1067</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of useful test cases</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness degree</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniqueness degree</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of classes/objects focused on (out of 40 classes)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of useful test cases not covered by the other testing technique</td>
<td>1 (0.4% of the useful test cases)</td>
<td>0 (0% of the useful test cases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of test cases to test the extensibility of the framework</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III
RESULTS OF APPLYING THE NEW FRAMEWORK TEST APPROACH AND TFTH TECHNIQUE ON WAVEFRONT PATTERN FRAMEWORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of generated test cases</th>
<th>N+ Test</th>
<th>Extended Use Case Test</th>
<th>Class Association Test</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of useful test cases</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness degree</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniqueness degree</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of classes/objects</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6 (100% of the WFP framework classes)</td>
<td>65 (52% of the generated test cases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focused on (out of 6 classes)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of useful test cases</td>
<td>0 (0% of the useful test cases)</td>
<td>0 (0% of the useful test cases)</td>
<td>1 (7.7% of the useful test cases)</td>
<td>95 (76% of the useful test cases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not covered by the other testing technique</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of test cases to test the extensibility of the framework</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0% of the generated test cases)</td>
<td>65 (52% of the generated test cases)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, two measures are introduced to evaluate the adequacy of two object-oriented framework system-based testing techniques. The two measures are usefulness and uniqueness of the testing techniques. The two testing techniques considered in the comparison study are the New Framework Test approach and the TFTH technique. The two testing techniques are also analytically compared. The analytical comparison shows that the TFTH technique is more powerful in covering the class associations between the instantiation and framework classes, the hooks, the framework component inheritance, the polymorphic behaviors, and framework extensibility. The New Framework Test approach is more powerful in covering the framework class-state transitions, the associations among the framework classes, and the inheritance behaviors among the framework components.

Two frameworks are used in the experimental comparison study: the CSF and the WFP. The experimental comparison study results show that the number of test cases generated using the TFTH technique is less than the number of test cases generated using the New Framework Test approach. However, the TFTH technique is better than the New Framework Test approach in terms of usefulness and uniqueness measured values. The TFTH technique can be enhanced by combining it to the Class Association Test to cover the framework class associations.

In our future research, we plan to compare the two testing techniques in terms of fault coverage. In addition, we plan to apply the introduced usefulness and uniqueness measures to compare testing techniques introduced for testing types of software other than object-oriented frameworks.
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